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PUPIL SAFEGUARDING SURVEY

This survey is about how safe and happy you feel at your school, outside of school, and online.
Nobody in your school will be able to tell which answers are yours

unless you clearly name yourself in the comments.

We want to know how useful you find your lessons about relationships, safety, and how to behave.

The survey will also ask about your relationship with others, feelings of safety, and being able to get help when
needed. There will also be some questions about your general wellbeing. We ask these questions to help your

school ensure they're doing their best to keep you informed, safe, and supported.

Your survey answers are anonymous and connected only to the name of your school unless you choose to
identify yourself in written comments. We do not show any individual responses on the Edurio platform (read

more about how it works here). By clicking "Start the poll", you agree to our privacy notice.

Practise question

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Practise Question

Hello! In this survey you will see questions with answer options like the ones
below. This is what they mean.

Tip: you can also look at the emojis to help you along the way.

Please select any answer and click"Next" to get to the first question.

1.

 / Very - best, most positiveA  / Quite - positive but not the bestB

 / Fairly - somewhere in the middleC  / Not very - negative but not the worstD

 / Not at all - worst, most negativeE

 / Don't know or Don't remember - for when you don't know the answerF

 / Don't want to say - for when you don't want to answerG
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Demographics

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "Primary" on question "2) Which phase are you in?"

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "Secondary" on question "2) Which phase are you in?"

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Which phase are you in?2.

PrimaryA SecondaryB

Which year group are you in?3.

Year 3A Year 4B Year 5C Year 6D

Which year group are you in?4.

Year 7A Year 8B Year 9C Year 10D Year 11E Year 12F

Year 13G
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Curriculum

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "Primary" on question "2) Which phase are you in?"

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "Secondary" on question "2) Which phase are you in?"

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly useful" or "  / Not very useful" or "  / Not useful at all"
on question "7) How useful are your lessons about relationships, safety and how to behave?"

Open, Not required

___________________________________

This part of the survey will ask you about what you learn in school about
relationships, safety and how to behave.

In the last year, which of these topics have you learned about in class? Click
all that you have learned about.

5.

Being respectfulA Being safeB Mental health and wellbeingC Online relationshipsD

Relationships with family and people who care for meE Relationships with friendsF

Relationships with other adultsG Relationships with other children/pupilsH

None of these topicsI

In the last year, which of these topics have you learned about in class? Click
all that you have learned about.

6.

Being respectfulA Being safeB Intimate relationships (including sexual health)C

Mental health and wellbeingD Online relationshipsE

Relationships with family and people who care for meF Relationships with friendsG

Relationships with other adultsH Relationships with other children/pupilsI

None of these topicsJ

How useful are your lessons about relationships, safety and how to behave?7.

 / Very usefulA  / Quite usefulB  / Fairly usefulC  / Not very usefulD

 / Not useful at allE  / Don't knowF

Please leave a comment to tell us how could we make these lessons more
useful.

8.
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Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / About half the time" or "  / Rarely" or "  / Never" on question
"9) How often can teachers answer questions that you have during lessons about relationships, safety and how
to behave?"

Open, Not required

___________________________________

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "Primary" on question "2) Which phase are you in?"

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "Secondary" on question "2) Which phase are you in?"

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

How often can teachers answer questions that you have during lessons about
relationships, safety and how to behave?

9.

 / AlwaysA  / OftenB  / About half the timeC  / RarelyD  / NeverE

 / Don't knowF

You mentioned that sometimes teachers can not answer your questions
about relationships, safety and how to behave. What sort of questions do
they find hard to answer?

10.

Would you like to learn more about any of these topics? Please click all that
apply.

11.

Being respectfulA Being safeB Mental health and wellbeingC Online relationshipsD

Relationships with family and people who care for meE Relationships with friendsF

Relationships with other adultsG Relationships with other children/pupilsH

None of these topicsI

Would you like to learn more about any of these topics? Please click all that
apply.

12.

Being respectfulA Being safeB Intimate relationships (including sexual health)C

Mental health and wellbeingD Online relationshipsE

Relationships with family and people who care for meF Relationships with friendsG

Relationships with other adultsH Relationships with other children/pupilsI

None of these topicsJ

Do you know what to do if someone makes you feel unsafe at school?13.

 / YesA  / NoB
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Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "Always" or "Often" or "About half the time" on question "16) How
often do you look for answers online if you have questions about relationships (relationships with your friends,
other pupils, adults etc)?"

Open, Not required

___________________________________

Do you know what to do if someone makes you feel unsafe outside of school?14.

 / YesA  / NoB

Do you know what to do if someone makes you feel unsafe online (e.g., on
devices like computers, phones, tablets, game consoles)?

15.

 / YesA  / NoB

How often do you look for answers online if you have questions about
relationships (relationships with your friends, other pupils, adults etc)?

16.

AlwaysA OftenB About half the timeC RarelyD NeverE

 / Don't knowF

What are your favorite websites to visit/apps to use, when you want to learn
something about relationships (relationships with your friends, other pupils,
adults etc)?

17.
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Treatment of others

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

The next few questions will ask about your relationship with different people
in your life.

Which of the following is the most important for you?18.

To be good at examsA To be good at schoolworkB To be good at sportsC

To be healthyD To be kind to othersE To be popularF

Something else (please comment)G  / Don't knowH

How kind are you to the following people?

Your friends19.

 / Very kindA  / Quite kindB  / Fairly kindC  / Not very kindD

 / Not kind at allE  / Don't knowF  / Don't want to sayG

Other children/pupils20.

 / Very kindA  / Quite kindB  / Fairly kindC  / Not very kindD

 / Not kind at allE  / Don't knowF  / Don't want to sayG

Adults at school21.

 / Very kindA  / Quite kindB  / Fairly kindC  / Not very kindD

 / Not kind at allE  / Don't knowF  / Don't want to sayG

Your family22.

 / Very kindA  / Quite kindB  / Fairly kindC  / Not very kindD

 / Not kind at allE  / Don't knowF  / Don't want to sayG

Recently (in the last 6 months), have you been unkind to any of your friends?23.

YesA NoB  / Don't knowC  / Don't want to sayD
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Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Would you tell an adult at school, if you saw someone being unkind to
another child?

24.

 / YesA  / NoB It depends (please comment)C  / Don't knowD

 / Don't want to sayE

Would you speak up for another child, if you saw someone being unkind to
them?

25.

 / YesA  / NoB It depends (please comment)C  / Don't knowD

 / Don't want to sayE
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Feelings of safety

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "26) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt at school?"

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "26) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt at school?"

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "26) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt at school?"

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

The next part of the survey will ask about how safe you feel at your school,
outside your school and spending time online. It’s important that every child
feels safe, comfortable and happy, that they are listened to and cared for
and don’t have to feel worried, anxious or scared. This is what we mean
when we say "safe".

The following questions will focus on the last 6 months.

Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt at school?26.

 / Very safeA  / Quite safeB  / Fairly safeC  / Not very safeD

 / Not safe at allE  / Don't knowF  / Don't want to sayG

You said that you had not felt safe at school. The next few questions will ask
you a few more details about this, which may stir up some uncomfortable
feelings.

You don't have to answer any of these questions if you don't feel like you can
or want to.

Did you feel unsafe because something happened to you or because of
another reason (e.g., you heard that something happened to someone else or
saw something happen to someone else)?

27.

Something happened to meA Another reasonB  / Don’t rememberC

 / Don't want to sayD

Recently (in the last 6 months), how many times have you felt unsafe at
school?

28.

OnceA TwiceB A few timesC Many timesD All the timeE

 / Don't knowF  / Don't want to sayG
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This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "26) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt at school?"

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "26) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt at school?"

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Very safe" or "  / Quite safe" on question "26) Recently (in the
last 6 months), how safe have you felt at school?"

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Where in school were you when you felt unsafe? You can click more than one
answer.

29.

Changing roomA ClassroomB Corridor/hallwayC Dining room/hall (canteen)D

LibraryE Playground/school groundsF ToiletG

Another area at school (please comment)H  / Don't knowI  / Don't want to sayJ

Who has made you feel unsafe at school? You can click more than one
answer.

30.

A friend(s)A A teacher(s)B A visitor(s) to the schoolC

Another child(ren) or pupil(s) at schoolD Another staff member(s) at schoolE

Boyfriend/girlfriend (if you have one)F Brother(s)/sister(s)G Nobody (another reason)H

 / Don’t rememberI  / Don't want to sayJ

In which place do you feel safest at school? You can click more than one
answer.

31.

Changing roomA ClassroomB Corridor/hallwayC Dining room/hall (canteen)D

LibraryE Playground/school groundsF ToiletG

Another area at school (please comment)H  / Don't knowI  / Don't want to sayJ

Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt outside of school?32.

 / Very safeA  / Quite safeB  / Fairly safeC  / Not very safeD

 / Not safe at allE  / Don't knowF  / Don't want to sayG
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This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "32) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt outside of school?"

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "32) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt outside of school?"

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "32) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt outside of school?"

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "32) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt outside of school?"

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

You said that you had not felt safe outside of school. The next few questions
will ask you a few more details about this, which may stir up some
uncomfortable feelings.

You don't have to answer any of these questions if you don't feel like you can
or want to.

Recently (in the last 6 months), how many times have you felt unsafe outside
of school?

33.

OnceA TwiceB A few timesC Many timesD All the timeE

 / Don't knowF  / Don't want to sayG

Where outside of school were you when you felt unsafe? You can click more
than one answer.

34.

A public park/playgroundA At homeB On public transportC On the school busD

Walking to or from schoolE Another place (please comment where)F  / Don’t rememberG

 / Don't want to sayH

Who has made you feel unsafe outside of school? You can click more than
one answer.

35.

A friend(s)A Another adult I don't knowB Another adult I know (outside of my family)C

Another child(ren) I don't knowD Another child(ren) I knowE

Another family member (e.g. grandparent(s), aunty(s)/uncle(s) etc)F

Boyfriend/girlfriend (if you have one)G Brother(s) or sister(s)H My parent(s) or carer(s)I

Nobody (another reason)J  / Don’t rememberK  / Don't want to sayL
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Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "36) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt online (e.g., on devices like computers,
phones, tablets, game consoles)?"

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "36) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt online (e.g., on devices like computers,
phones, tablets, game consoles)?"

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "36) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt online (e.g., on devices like computers,
phones, tablets, game consoles)?"

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt online (e.g., on
devices like computers, phones, tablets, game consoles)?

36.

 / Very safeA  / Quite safeB  / Fairly safeC  / Not very safeD

 / Not safe at allE  / Don't knowF  / Don't want to sayG

You said that you had not felt safe online. The next few questions will ask
you a few more details about this, which may stir up some uncomfortable
feelings.

You don't have to answer any of these questions if you don't feel like you can
or want to.

Recently, (in the last 6 months), how many times have you felt unsafe online
(e.g., on devices like computers, phones, tablets, game consoles)?

37.

OnceA TwiceB A few timesC Many timesD All the timeE

 / Don't knowF  / Don't want to sayG

What device were you using when you felt unsafe online? You can click more
than one answer.

38.

Personal device (your computer, phone, tablet, games console etc)A School computer/deviceB

Somebody else's deviceC  / Don’t rememberD  / Don't want to sayE
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This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "36) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt online (e.g., on devices like computers,
phones, tablets, game consoles)?"

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "36) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt online (e.g., on devices like computers,
phones, tablets, game consoles)?"

Open, Not required

___________________________________

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "Year 6" on question "3) Which year group are you in?"

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "Year 7" on question "4) Which year group are you in?"

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

Who made you feel unsafe online (e.g., on devices like computers, phones,
tablets, game consoles)?

39.

A friend(s)A Another adult I don't knowB Another adult I know (outside of my family)C

Another child(ren) I don't knowD Another child(ren) I knowE

Another family member (e.g. grandparent(s), aunty(s)/uncle(s) etc)F

Boyfriend/girlfriend (if you have one)G Brother(s) or sister(s)H My parent(s) or carer(s)I

Nobody (another reason)J  / Don’t rememberK  / Don't want to sayL

What website or app where you on when you felt unsafe? Please comment if
you wish.

40.

How do you feel about starting year 7 next year? You can click more than one
answer.

41.

AnxiousA CalmB ConfidentC ExcitedD HappyE NeutralF SadG

ScaredH StressedI WorriedJ Other (please comment)K  / Don't knowL

 / Don't want to sayM

How do you feel since starting year 7? You can click more than one answer.42.

AnxiousA CalmB ConfidentC ExcitedD HappyE NeutralF SadG

ScaredH StressedI WorriedJ Other (please comment)K  / Don't knowL

 / Don't want to sayM

Everyone has the right to feel safe and be able to get help when they need it.
If something has happened to make you feel unsafe (e.g., uncomfortable,
scared, hurt) please tell an adult you trust. It could be someone at home, like
your parents or people who care for you, or at school, like the Designated
Safeguarding Lead. You can also look for help and support by calling
ChildLine for free on 0800 1111.
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Access to help

Multiple Choice (multiple answers), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Very safe" or "  / Quite safe" on question "26) Recently (in the
last 6 months), how safe have you felt at school?" or "  / Very safe" or "  / Quite safe" on question "32) Recently
(in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt outside of school?" or "  / Very safe" or "  / Quite safe" on question
"36) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt online (e.g., on devices like computers, phones,
tablets, game consoles)?"

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / No" or "It depends (please comment)" on question "45) If you
ever felt unsafe, would you ask an adult at school for help?"

Open, Not required

___________________________________

The next set of questions will ask about being able to get help when there is
an issue such as feeling physically and/or emotionally unsafe, and being able
to get support if you feel generally sad, worried or anxious.

When you feel sad or worried, what do you do? You can click more than one
answer.

43.

Talk to a classmate(s)A Talk to a friend(s) from outside schoolB

Talk to a friend(s) from schoolC Talk to a friend(s) onlineD Talk to a teacher(s)E

Talk to another adult(s) at schoolF Talk to another adult(s) in the familyG

Talk to my brother(s) or sister(s)H Talk to my GP (family doctor)I

Talk to my parent(s) or carer(s)J Talk to the school counsellorK Use the Headspace appL

Do something else (please comment)M Do nothingN I haven't felt sad or worriedO

 / Don't knowP  / Don't want to sayQ

How easy is it for you to make friends?44.

 / Very easyA  / Quite easyB  / Fairly easyC  / Not very easyD

 / Not easy at allE  / Don't knowF

If you ever felt unsafe, would you ask an adult at school for help?45.

 / YesA  / NoB It depends (please comment)C  / Don't knowD

 / Don't want to sayE

Why do you not feel like you could ask an adult at school for help?46.
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This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "26) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt at school?"

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "26) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt at school?"

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "26) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt at school?"

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "  / Fairly safe" or "  / Not very safe" or "  / Not safe at all" on
question "26) Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt at school?"

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Earlier in the survey, you told us that you had felt only fairly safe or not safe
at school. In the next set of questions, we are going to ask a few more
questions about it. Please answer as truthfully as possible.

When you felt unsafe, did you tell any adults at school about it?47.

 / YesA  / NoB  / Don’t rememberC  / Don't want to sayD

When you felt unsafe, did you tell any adults outside of school about it?48.

 / YesA  / NoB  / Don’t rememberC  / Don't want to sayD

Has the problem been sorted?49.

 / YesA  / NoB  / Don't knowC

If a child is being mean to others at school, how often do teachers and other
adults at school do something about it?

50.

 / AlwaysA  / OftenB  / About half the timeC  / RarelyD  / NeverE

 / Don't knowF
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Readiness to learn

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

The next few questions will ask about how you are feeling overall, and how
you are getting on at school.

Recently (in the last 6 months), have you missed school because you felt
unsafe?

51.

YesA NoB  / Don’t rememberC  / Don't want to sayD

How happy are you at this school?52.

 / Very happyA  / Quite happyB  / Fairly happyC  / Not very happyD

 / Not happy at allE  / Don't knowF

How much do you enjoy learning?53.

 / Enjoy it very muchA  / Enjoy it quite a lotB  / Enjoy it somewhatC

 / Do not enjoy it a lotD  / Do not enjoy it at allE  / Don't knowF

Overall, how well do you feel lately physically and mentally?54.

 / Very wellA  / Quite wellB  / Fairly wellC  / Not very wellD

 / Not well at allE  / Don't knowF

On average, how many hours of sleep do you get on a school night?55.

0-4 hoursA 5 hoursB 6 hoursC 7 hoursD 8 hoursE 9 hoursF

10 hours or moreG  / Don't knowH

When you wake up, how rested do you feel?56.

 / Very restedA  / Quite restedB  / Fairly restedC  / Not very restedD

 / Not rested at allE  / Don't knowF
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Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required
How often have you been stressed lately?57.

 / AlwaysA  / OftenB  / About half the timeC  / RarelyD  / NeverE

 / Don't knowF
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Demographics (additional)

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "Secondary" on question "2) Which phase are you in?"

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "Secondary" on question "2) Which phase are you in?"

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

This question is loaded if respondent has answered "Year 9"  o r "Year 10" o r "Year 11" o r "Year 12" o r "Year 13" on
question "4) Which year group are you in?"

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required

Thank you for your answers. Finally, we will ask a little bit about your
background.

Your responses are anonymous, and they cannot be used to identify you. We
need this information to be able to analyse how different groups of pupils
feel at school.

What is your gender?58.

Female (girl)A Male (boy)B OtherC  / Don't knowD  / Don't want to sayE

What is your ethnic group?59.

Asian or Asian BritishA Black, Black British, CaribbeanB Mixed or multiple ethnic groupC

WhiteD Other ethnic groupE  / Don't knowF  / Don't want to sayG

What is your religion?60.

Atheist/Agnostic/No religionA BuddhistB

Christian (including Church of England, Catholic, Protestant and all other Christian denominations)C

HinduD JewishE MuslimF SikhG Any other religionH  / Don't knowI

 / Don't want to sayJ

What is your sexual orientation?61.

BisexualA Heterosexual (straight)B Homosexual (gay)C OtherD

 / Don't knowE  / Don't want to sayF
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SAMPLE QUESTION WITH EXPLANATION

Fixing your mistakes as a class you discuss what was done well and not so well in the work you did. You have an
opportunity to learn from your own and others' mistakes. 2

Multiple Choice (1 answer), Required, Comments allowed 3

Do you talk about your mistakes in this class? 11.

No, neverA RarelyB SometimesC OftenD Yes, alwaysE

Question text.

Question description. Respondents can access it by pressing on “?”.

Question type, if the respondent is required to give answer to this question to get to the next question, if
respondent can comment the answer to this question.

The letters show in what order the answer options will be shown to respondents - A,B,C,D…
(alphabetically). Respondents can use the letters on keyboard to select answer options without mouse or
touchscreen.

Answer option text.

Colour representation of answer values. Positive answers are shown green, negative answers - red. Violet
answers represent that there are no clear positive or negative answers.

4 5 6

1

2

3

4

5

6
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	18. Which of the following is the most important for you?
	How kind are you to the following people?
	19. Your friends
	20. Other children/pupils
	21. Adults at school
	22. Your family
	23. Recently (in the last 6 months), have you been unkind to any of your friends?
	24. Would you tell an adult at school, if you saw someone being unkind to another child?
	25. Would you speak up for another child, if you saw someone being unkind to them?

	Feelings of safety
	The next part of the survey will ask about how safe you feel at your school, outside your school and spending time online. It’s important that every child feels safe, comfortable and happy, that they are listened to and cared for and don’t have to feel worried, anxious or scared. This is what we mean when we say "safe".  The following questions will focus on the last 6 months.
	26. Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt at school?
	You said that you had not felt safe at school. The next few questions will ask you a few more details about this, which may stir up some uncomfortable feelings.  You don't have to answer any of these questions if you don't feel like you can or want to.
	27. Did you feel unsafe because something happened to you or because of another reason (e.g., you heard that something happened to someone else or saw something happen to someone else)?
	28. Recently (in the last 6 months), how many times have you felt unsafe at school?
	29. Where in school were you when you felt unsafe? You can click more than one answer.
	30. Who has made you feel unsafe at school? You can click more than one answer.
	31. In which place do you feel safest at school? You can click more than one answer.
	32. Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt outside of school?
	You said that you had not felt safe outside of school. The next few questions will ask you a few more details about this, which may stir up some uncomfortable feelings.  You don't have to answer any of these questions if you don't feel like you can or want to.
	33. Recently (in the last 6 months), how many times have you felt unsafe outside of school?
	34. Where outside of school were you when you felt unsafe? You can click more than one answer.
	35. Who has made you feel unsafe outside of school? You can click more than one answer.
	36. Recently (in the last 6 months), how safe have you felt online (e.g., on devices like computers, phones, tablets, game consoles)?
	You said that you had not felt safe online. The next few questions will ask you a few more details about this, which may stir up some uncomfortable feelings.  You don't have to answer any of these questions if you don't feel like you can or want to.
	37. Recently, (in the last 6 months), how many times have you felt unsafe online (e.g., on devices like computers, phones, tablets, game consoles)?
	38. What device were you using when you felt unsafe online? You can click more than one answer.
	39. Who made you feel unsafe online (e.g., on devices like computers, phones, tablets, game consoles)?
	40. What website or app where you on when you felt unsafe? Please comment if you wish.
	41. How do you feel about starting year 7 next year? You can click more than one answer.
	42. How do you feel since starting year 7? You can click more than one answer.
	Everyone has the right to feel safe and be able to get help when they need it. If something has happened to make you feel unsafe (e.g., uncomfortable, scared, hurt) please tell an adult you trust. It could be someone at home, like your parents or people who care for you, or at school, like the Designated Safeguarding Lead. You can also look for help and support by calling ChildLine for free on 0800 1111.

	Access to help
	The next set of questions will ask about being able to get help when there is an issue such as feeling physically and/or emotionally unsafe, and being able to get support if you feel generally sad, worried or anxious.
	43. When you feel sad or worried, what do you do? You can click more than one answer.
	44. How easy is it for you to make friends?
	45. If you ever felt unsafe, would you ask an adult at school for help?
	46. Why do you not feel like you could ask an adult at school for help?
	Earlier in the survey, you told us that you had felt only fairly safe or not safe at school. In the next set of questions, we are going to ask a few more questions about it. Please answer as truthfully as possible.
	47. When you felt unsafe, did you tell any adults at school about it?
	48. When you felt unsafe, did you tell any adults outside of school about it?
	49. Has the problem been sorted?
	50. If a child is being mean to others at school, how often do teachers and other adults at school do something about it?

	Readiness to learn
	The next few questions will ask about how you are feeling overall, and how you are getting on at school.
	51. Recently (in the last 6 months), have you missed school because you felt unsafe?
	52. How happy are you at this school?
	53. How much do you enjoy learning?
	54. Overall, how well do you feel lately physically and mentally?
	55. On average, how many hours of sleep do you get on a school night?
	56. When you wake up, how rested do you feel?
	57. How often have you been stressed lately?

	Demographics (additional)
	Thank you for your answers. Finally, we will ask a little bit about your background.  Your responses are anonymous, and they cannot be used to identify you. We need this information to be able to analyse how different groups of pupils feel at school.
	58. What is your gender?
	59. What is your ethnic group?
	60. What is your religion?
	61. What is your sexual orientation?
	1.Do you talk about your mistakes in this class?1


